
CultivariateNormal DistributionN(y,2)

· Recall Stannormal z-NCo, In): paf fq(z) =me*, z+"(*)
Het (Gormal)
X=(X, ..., Xn)

GI is a normal rivectorif X is an affine

transformation of a standard normal rivector ZUNCO, In), i.e.

X=Aztm for some invertible AGR**,MARY

· EX =M,

·CovIX)=E(AZ) (AZ)=E(AZZAT) =A.E.Att
· det? Assume

u=0 for simplicity

x=AzAB - B(RY:P3xR3
=P(ze(3)3z( fz(z)dr phangratewase IA"(B)

=Alde
->fx(x)=fz(Ax) /AA)*(- lam/z)

· let's express this in terms of 2=AAT

1A1 =T =5.
D

↑
det (A) =det(A) det(B)

1) A"sell=(Ax)"(Ax) = sT(A)Ax =eT(AA)x =x[*x

=>

fx(x) =a15,4p)- xtzat).
· General case, for MF0: apply

the staft ->

I
fx(x) =rexp(- t( -nz"(-n),x=" (**)

· Compare to palf of X-N(m,c) in ID:
Vice versa:Frv. X with pdf (**)

can bewritten as X=Azte where zwN(0,En)
fx(x) =exp) - (x -n)Y202). and Aisinvertible (takeA=5)
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SUMMART. Ageneralrivector Xis an affine transformation
-

1
ofa standard normal r.v. ZmNCO,In).

· The pdf of X is (**) p.59

· The distribution of X is determined by mean M = EX

and covariance z =Gr(X). It is denoted N(M,Z).
-

level sets ofpof:
RetoRvariables X...., Xu are

jointlymoral
NCO,In):

if the random vector x=(X1, . .., Xu) has normal distr -

· their joint distr. is determined by the men and ances

N(u,5):v(2)
· Ex)E(X)

=E(X2) =0, Var(x)=1, Var(x2) =4, Px,xa*
·Find the pdf of (X,X2). -(5)

↑
I =Pxx =x =x) =Gu(Xnxa)= 1.

=>I =(ii) =2 =5(2), 121 =3.

f(x,x)ep(-tun) =irsexp(-m-zex).

⑭ Jointly normal riv's are independentis theyare uncorrelated.

Rf(z) is always true.
(E) Uncorrelated 2= diag (82, ...,5 where orVar(Xi)

=>fxln) factors:fx()=xp(-(mil/2w?) -> ince
*p Urv's Y...., Yn E jointly normal riv's Xesur,X,

-(ei)
with EXi= EY:and Cor(Xi,Xs) =CovNi,Yj). Gaussian model"

mark.I normal riv's XuX2 (but not jointlynormall, HW
that are uncorrelated but notindependent.

HW:ZER" is normal, BAR**" full rank -> BEIR" is normal.
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CONSTRUCTINGINDEPENDENT BANDOM VARIABLES

· Why do indep.rris
Eve
Finite first,

↳(Ging)
1. pros, measure v on (1R", B(RY)) =rv's Xe. ... Xn with joint distribution v.

*. *prob. measuresM, ..Mn on (1, B) Eineprv's Xa,
...,
X

withmarginal distributions er....Mu

⑳
f 1. Define X(w):=w, weR" => Xhas distribution :

14X +B) =v(B) VB=B(R").

"

2. Apply part 1 for :=M,x-xMn
EQED by Prop. p. 40. is

· How toconstructa sequence Xe,X2, ... with given jointdistributions

of(Xe, .,Xn) An?
In particular, independent?

· Extend Un =M,x-..xMn to0=puxMex... .

mogeeensionThu

· RY:=sequences of
real numbers, i.e. WER*if (=(w,c2, ...) willwit.

·Cylinder T-algebra B(R*) ==0 (cylinders)
where a cylinderis a set of the form--

A =I, x IzX...x In XRXRX... AN

=(We RRN:We In, ..., und In for some n *AN

where Ii=(i,bi) are intervals (endpoints could b =

=x)

· A sequence of measures v,P2, ... on (IRY, B(RY)) is consistent if

Un(Irx... x In) =Unt(E,x...x InXIR)

X neN and I intervals Ii.
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Imou'sExtensionThe
Xconsistentsequence of probability measures VI,V2, ...
can be uniquely extended to a probability measure v on (IR*, B(RM).

nonnegative $ a family thatis closed
Proof is based on countably additive ontunder complement & finite unions.

En(eExtension Thu- If the premeasure-

I

I remeasure on an era t is 5-finite,

can be extended toa measure on 0(A)
theextension is unique
(I-x Him)

⑱ofK.E.T.. We will apply C.E.T for the algebra togenerated

bythe cylinders,i.e.
Att ) A =AnxRx1R X... products of intervals, e.g. E !

-

for some new, where Anfinite
union of boxes

· Define on Aby v(Anx RxRx-..) ==Un(En).

Well defined by the consistency assumtion (check!
-generated by cylinders.

· Obviously ((A) =B(RRY)
· Hence, by C.E.T. itis enough to check that

v is a pressiveout,

i.e. is countably additive on t. So, enough to show:
-

~ (,B:) =EU(Bi) whenever Bitt and ,BiEA. (I)
·We already know thatv is finitely additive on A:

-

v(,Bi) =E,r(i) UnEIN (2)

*
because on thesesets v consides with Vic) by consistency anumption.

· (US(z) =Vos ("-")= 1 = RKS(2) converges toEv(Bi).
subtract(2) from (i) -> enough to show that

~(i)Y:Aneto), andaAnze
⑭

·
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· It is enough toshow:Ant A, Anby x v(An) - O

* IAnEA:Andy and V(An)>E30 On

· WLOG An are of the following form (otherwise repeat A's as needed)

a,EA, =A, xR xR xi xRx ... where all AnC"

W a,(l) are finite unions

azE Az= Ez xRR xRR xRx ... of rectangles.
I az(1) 22(2)

aztA
- Es xR xRx ...

3

W as? as (2) as13)
...

· Firstassume thatall In are compact
· Diagonalargument: choose andAn Un.

- First wordinate:antAnA, Fnz1=> an()eE,

Compactness -> Iconvergent subsequence and(")-x() = A,

- Second coordinate:andAndr ifm2 (an), and(2) e Az
k k

Compactness - Iconvergentsubsequence (anng(), and,(2) -(x(1), x(2)) =E2
000

=Ex=(x(1),x(z), ...) ERY s.t. (CD), .. ., se(n)) t An In

Exe An Tn xAn=> An*Y. I

·For general An, use regularitytoapproximate An by compact sets:

- Borel measures in are inner-regular, i.e. IcompactEncEn s.t.
--

↓(En 1kn) =2/2n+) Un.

Knit F, x xRRX... like Ans. Then

- To make these jets crease like An's, let
E

B:kn --. kn

then Budecease, andv(32)1
il-encom

- Runthe diagonal argument
for Bu= Bnq x Rx1R ..- =) QED.

compact
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